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SESSION 1 – UNDERSTANDING GOD’S GREATER PLAN  
AND THE ROLE OF CALAMITIES  

 
 

A. The Greater Plan and the Process of Disintegration (about 25 minutes) 
 
[1] The world’s equilibrium hath been upset through the vibrating influence of this most 
great, this new World Order. Mankind’s ordered life hath been revolutionized through the agency of 
this unique, this wondrous System—the like of which mortal eyes have never 
witnessed."  [Bahá’u’lláh, Gleanings, LXX]  
 
[2] We are told by Shoghi Effendi that two great processes are at work in the world: the great 
Plan of God, tumultuous in its progress, working through mankind as a whole, tearing down barriers 
to world unity and forging humankind into a unified body in the fires of suffering and experience. 
This process will produce in God’s due time, the Lesser Peace, the political unification of the world. 
Mankind at that time can be likened to a body that is unified but without life. The second process, the 
task of breathing life into this unified body—of creating true unity and spirituality culminating in the 
Most Great Peace—is that of the Bahá’ís, who are labouring consciously, with detailed instructions 
and continuing divine guidance, to erect the fabric of the Kingdom of God on earth, into which they 
call their fellowmen, thus conferring upon them eternal life. [The Universal House of Justice, letter 
from the Secretariat to an individual dated 8 December 1967] 
 
[3] The process of disintegration must inexorably continue, and its corrosive influence must 
penetrate deeper and deeper into the very core of a crumbling age. Much suffering will still be 
required ere the contending nations, creeds, classes and races of mankind are fused in the crucible of 
universal affliction, and are forged by the fires of a fierce ordeal into one organic commonwealth, 
one vast, unified, and harmoniously functioning system. Adversities unimaginably appalling, 
undreamed of crises and upheavals, war, famine, and pestilence, might well combine to engrave in 
the soul of an unheeding generation those truths and principles which it has disdained to recognize 
and follow. A paralysis more painful than any it has yet experienced must creep over and further 
afflict the fabric of a broken society ere it can be rebuilt and regenerated. [Shoghi Effendi, “The 
Unfoldment of World Civilization”, in The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh, 1955 edition, pp. 193–194] 
 
[4] Far from yielding in their resolve, far from growing oblivious of their task, they [the 
believers] should, at no time, however much buffeted by circumstances, forget that the 
synchronization of such world-shaking crises with the progressive unfoldment and fruition of their 
divinely appointed task is itself the work of Providence, the design of an inscrutable Wisdom, and the 
purpose of an all-compelling Will, a Will that directs and controls, in its own mysterious way, both 
the fortunes of the Faith and the destinies of men. Such simultaneous processes of rise and of fall, of 
integration and of disintegration, of order and chaos, with their continuous and reciprocal reactions 
on each other, are but aspects of a greater Plan, one and indivisible, whose Source is God, whose 
author is Bahá'u'lláh, the theatre of whose operations is the entire planet, and whose ultimate 
objectives are the unity of the human race and the peace of all mankind. [Shoghi Effendi, The Advent 
of Divine Justice, 1984 edition, pp. 72-3] 
 
[5] … Governments and peoples of both the developed and developing nations, and other human 
institutions, secular and religious, finding themselves helpless to reverse the trend of the catastrophic 
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events of the day, stand bewildered and overpowered by the magnitude and complexity of the 
problems facing them. At this fateful hour in human history many, unfortunately, seem content to 
stand aside and wring their hands in despair or else join in the babel of shouting and protestation 
which loudly objects, but offers no solution to the woes and afflictions plaguing our age. 

Nevertheless a greater and greater number of thoughtful and fair-minded men and women are 
recognizing in the clamour of contention, grief and destruction, now reaching such horrendous 
proportions, the evidences of Divine chastisement, and turning their faces towards God are becoming 
increasingly receptive to His Word. Doubtless the present circumstances, though tragic and awful in 
their immediate consequences, are serving to sharpen the focus on the indispensability of the 
Teachings of Bahá’u’lláh to the needs of the present age and will provide many opportunities to 
reach countless waiting souls, hungry and thirsty for Divine guidance. 

[The Universal House of Justice, message to the Bahá’ís of the World, 16 November 1969] 
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) Why is disintegration, with its intense suffering and “undreamed of crises and upheavals”, 
essential to the process of regeneration of the world? How might you share this idea with a 
friend who is distressed by what is going on? 

b) Bearing in mind the observations of the Universal House of Justice concerning the situation in 
the late 1960s, share personal experiences concerning positive ways in which the attitudes of 
the people around you have been affected by the increasing turbulence of the last few years.  

 
 

B. The Greater Plan and the Process of Integration (about 10 minutes) 
 
[6] Penetrating, indeed, is Shoghi Effendi’s depiction of the process of disintegration 
accelerating in the world. Equally striking is the accuracy with which he analysed the forces 
associated with the process of integration. He spoke of a “gradual diffusion of the spirit of world 
solidarity which is spontaneously arising out of the welter of a disorganized society” as an indirect 
manifestation of Bahá’u’lláh’s conception of the principle of the oneness of humankind. This spirit of 
solidarity has continued to spread over the decades, and today its effect is apparent in a range of 
developments, from the rejection of deeply ingrained racial prejudices to the dawning consciousness 
of world citizenship, from heightened environmental awareness to collaborative efforts in the 
promotion of public health, from the concern for human rights to the systematic pursuit of universal 
education, from the establishment of interfaith activities to the efflorescence of hundreds of 
thousands of local, national and international organizations engaged in some form of social action. 
[The Universal House of Justice, 2006 Riḍván message, paragraph 7] 
 
[7] Despite the daunting difficulties, this human flow [of refugees] in such huge volume from so 
many countries to so many others could be seen, in a Bahá’í sense, as one of the means by which the 
unity of the human race in all its diversity might be achieved. In this regard, it is indeed timely and 
encouraging that the United Nations and national governments have begun to consult on ways to 
transform the potential disaster of present-day human migration into an opportunity for development 
for all the parties affected—migrants, the countries from which they come and those to which they 
go. … Here, then, might be an instance of a crisis serving as the harbinger of a victory at this juncture 
in the continuous evolution of society. [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the Secretariat to 
a National Spiritual Assembly in Europe, 25 July 2007] 
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Theme for Discussion:  

a) In the light of the two passages above, discuss some ways in which the Greater Plan is 
advancing the integrative process in society as a whole. 

 
 

C. The Meaning of Suffering (about 10 minutes) 
 
[8] O Son of Man!  My calamity is My providence, outwardly it is fire and vengeance, but 
inwardly it is light and mercy.  Hasten thereunto that thou mayest become an eternal light and an 
immortal spirit.  This is My command unto thee, do thou observe it.  [Bahá’u’lláh, The Hidden 
Words, Part I from the Arabic, #51] 
 
[9] The mind and spirit of man advance when he is tried by suffering.  The more the ground is 
ploughed the better the seed will grow, the better the harvest will be.  Just as the plough furrows the 
earth deeply, purifying it of weeds and thistles, so suffering and tribulation free man from the petty 
affairs of this worldly life until he arrives at a state of complete detachment.  His attitude in this 
world will be that of divine happiness.  Man is, so to speak, unripe:  the heat of the fire of suffering 
will mature him.  Look back to the times past and you will find that the greatest men have suffered 
most.  [’Abdu’l-Bahá, Paris Talks, p. 191] 
 
[10] As long as there will be life on earth, there will be also suffering, in various forms and 
degrees. But suffering, although an inescapable reality, can nevertheless be utilised as a means for 
the attainment of happiness. This is the interpretation given to it by all the prophets and saints who, 
in the midst of severe tests and trials, felt happy and joyous and experienced what is best and holiest 
in life. Suffering is both a reminder and a guide. It stimulates us to better adapt ourselves to our 
environmental conditions, and thus leads the way to self-improvement. In every suffering one can 
find a meaning and a wisdom. But it is not always easy to find the secret of that wisdom. It is 
sometimes only when all our suffering has passed that we become aware of its usefulness. What man 
considers to be evil turns often to be a cause of infinite blessings. And this is due to his desire to 
know more than he can. God's wisdom is, indeed, inscrutable to us all, and it is no use pushing too 
far trying to discover that which shall always remain a mystery to our mind.  [Shoghi Effendi, letter 
written on his behalf to an individual believer, 29 May 1935, in Lights of Guidance, #944] 
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) How does suffering contribute to our spiritual growth as individuals? 

b) What should be our attitude when faced with suffering? Why might we be unable to 
understand the meaning or wisdom behind our suffering? 

 
 

D. Why Calamities Are Necessary (about 10 minutes) 
 
[11] That the forces of a world catastrophe can alone precipitate such a new phase of human 
thought is, alas, becoming increasingly apparent. That nothing short of the fire of a severe ordeal, 
unparalleled in its intensity, can fuse and weld the discordant entities that constitute the elements of 
present-day civilization, into the integral components of the world commonwealth of the future, is a 
truth which future events will increasingly demonstrate….Nothing but a fiery ordeal, out of which 
humanity will emerge, chastened and prepared, can succeed in implanting that sense of responsibility 
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which the leaders of a newborn age must arise to shoulder.  [Shoghi Effendi, “The Goal of a New 
World Order”, in The World Order of Bahá’u’lláh, 1955 edition, p. 46]  
 
[12] In such a process of purgation, when all humanity is in the throes of dire suffering, the 
Bahá’ís should not hope to remain unaffected. Should we consider the beam that is in our own eye, 
we would immediately find that these sufferings are also meant for ourselves, who claimed to have 
attained. Such world crisis is necessary to awaken us to the importance of our duty and the carrying 
on of our task. Suffering will increase our energy in setting before humanity the road to salvation, it 
will move us from our repose for we are far from doing our best in teaching the Cause and conveying 
the Message with which we have been entrusted….  [Shoghi Effendi, letter written on his behalf to 
an individual believer in reply to a letter dated 14 October 1931, in Lights of Guidance, #447] 
 
[13] Ours then is the duty and privilege to labour, by day, by night, amidst the storm and stress of 
these troublous days, that we may quicken the zeal of our fellow-man, rekindle their hopes, stimulate 
their interests, open their eyes to the true Faith of God and enlist their active support in the carrying 
out of our common task for the peace and regeneration of the world." [Shoghi Effendi, letter to the 
believers in Australia and New Zealand, 2 December 1923, in Messages to the Antipodes, p. 18]  
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) Can you identify ways in which the current world pandemic is precipitating “a new phase of 
human thought”? 

b) What lessons should the Bahá'ís draw from the suffering all around us?  What should be our 
response?  

c) In the context of the current Five-Year Plan, how do we enlist the active support of our fellow 
citizens “in the carrying out of our common task for the peace and regeneration of the 
world”?   

 
 

SESSION 2 – WHAT IS EXPECTED OF US IN SUCH TRYING TIMES?  
 
 

A. What Qualities and Attributes Are We Being Encouraged to Acquire? (about 20 
minutes) 

  
[1] … Beloved friends, you have of course long been occupied with the work of nurturing within 
groups of souls precisely the attributes that are required at this time: unity and fellow feeling, 
knowledge and understanding, a spirit of collective worship and common endeavour. Indeed, we 
have been struck by how efforts to reinforce these attributes have made communities especially 
resilient, even when faced with conditions that have necessarily limited their activities. Though 
having to adapt to new circumstances, the believers have used creative means to strengthen bonds of 
friendship, and to foster among themselves and those known to them spiritual consciousness and 
qualities of tranquillity, confidence, and reliance on God. The elevated conversations that have 
occurred as a result, whether remotely or in person, have been a source of comfort and inspiration to 
many. Such efforts on your part provide a valuable service at this hour when many souls are 
perplexed and dismayed, unsure of what will be. […] 
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For now, our thoughts and our prayers are focused on the health and well-being of all the 
friends of God and all those among whom you dwell. We pray earnestly, also, for the Almighty to 
bestow upon you assurance, stamina, and staunch spirits. May your minds be ever bent upon the 
needs of the communities to which you belong, the condition of the societies in which you live, and 
the welfare of the entire family of humanity, to whom you are all brothers and sisters. And in your 
quiet moments, when no course of action other than prayer seems possible, then we invite you to add 
your supplications to our own and ardently pray for the relief of suffering.  

[The Universal House of Justice, message to the Bahá’ís of the World, Naw-Rúz 2020, 
paragraphs 3 and 5]  

 
[2] However long and arduous the road that must be travelled, we are supremely confident in 
your fortitude and your determination to see the journey through. You draw from stores of hope, 
faith, and magnanimity, putting the needs of others before your own, enabling those who are 
deprived to be spiritually nourished, those who increasingly thirst for answers to be satisfied, and 
those who long to work for the betterment of the world to be offered the means. From the devoted 
followers of the Blessed Perfection, how could we expect less? [The Universal House of Justice, 
2020 Riḍván message to the Bahá’ís of the World, paragraph 5] 
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) Based on the three passages above, make a list of the “attributes that are required at this 
time”. 

b) Using concrete examples where possible, discuss how we have been nurturing these 
attributes in the communities where we are working and how this has contributed to their 
resilience in the face of difficulties. 

 
 

B. What Vision Is Being Shared? (about 10 minutes) 
 
[3] However difficult matters are at present, and however close to the limits of their endurance 
some sections of societies are brought, humanity will ultimately pass through this ordeal, and it will 
emerge on the other side with greater insight and with a deeper appreciation of its inherent oneness 
and interdependence.  [The Universal House of Justice, message to the Bahá’ís of the World, Naw- 
Rúz 2020, paragraph 3] 
 
[4]  The expectation we expressed in our Naw-Rúz message that this test of humanity’s 
endurance would grant it greater insight is already being realized. Leaders, prominent thinkers, and 
commentators have begun to explore fundamental concepts and bold aspirations that, in recent times, 
have been largely absent from public discourse. At present these are but early glimmerings, yet they 
hold out the possibility that a moment of collective consciousness may be in view. [The Universal 
House of Justice, 2020 Riḍván message to the Bahá’ís of the World, paragraph 3] 
 
[5] It is not possible to foresee the extent to which this pandemic will influence the movement 
towards unity among the nations. But there is no doubt whatsoever that, for the endeavours of the 
Bahá’í community, the months ahead will be consequential. Indeed, it could hardly be otherwise. 
This final year, of the final Plan, in a series spanning the final quarter of the opening century of the 
Formative Age, will seal the foundation upon which will rest the next series of global undertakings. 
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It is the concluding act in a captivating drama whose end is yet unwritten. [The Universal House of 
Justice, message to all National Spiritual Assemblies, 9 May 2020, paragraph 9] 
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) What assurances are we given as to the future?   

b) What positive developments does the Universal House of Justice discern in the form of “early 
glimmerings” and to what might they lead?  

c) What is the significance of the coming year in the timeframe of the Bahá’í Faith?  
 
 

C. Applying the Framework for Action to the Current Circumstances (about 25 
minutes) 

 
[6] … We have been impressed by how many communities have taken great strides in adapting 
to this new reality. Far from viewing the present period as simply a hiatus to be endured with 
patience, they have recognized that the state of the world has made the need to render meaningful 
service to humanity more urgent.  Naturally, the activities undertaken must suit the prevailing 
conditions, but there should be no doubt that this is a time for noble aims, high resolve, and intense 
endeavour. As is well known, the activities of the Plan are intended to cultivate a thriving community 
spirit, through which resilience to mighty challenges is also strengthened. Educational efforts aim to 
raise up a growing number of souls who can contribute to the spiritual and material well-being of a 
community; devotional meetings nurture the spirit of service as it blossoms, rooting it in a culture of 
collective worship. In short, the promotion of the Plan implies building capacity to walk the path of 
service in every time and season—which must surely include moments of acute peril in the life of 
humanity, such as now. It is essential, then, that the steps being taken to learn how to apply the Plan’s 
framework for action to the current circumstances of the world continue in earnest; in all likelihood, 
the global health crisis will have a direct impact on Bahá’í activities, to a greater or lesser degree, for 
months or even years, and the task of adapting to the situation cannot be postponed.  

We appreciate, of course, that some activities have had to be suspended, and particular 
strategies or methods that are unsuited to current conditions have had to be set aside for a time. 
However, while certain possibilities have been temporarily closed, others have opened up, and new 
means have emerged for strengthening existing patterns of activity. Flexibility has proven to be an 
asset, but so has vigilance in ensuring that the primarily local character of community activities is not 
diluted; efforts to nurture flourishing communities within neighbourhoods and villages and across 
clusters must continue. In some cases, present conditions have created unexpected opportunities for 
widening community participation in devotional meetings and study circles, conducted with safety in 
mind. Many parents whose families have been confined to home surroundings have welcomed 
support that has helped them to move from the position of observer to protagonist in the spiritual 
education of their children. Junior youth and groups of youth have discovered the power of simple 
acts of compassionate service carried out with wisdom.  

[The Universal House of Justice, message to all National Spiritual Assemblies, 9 May 2020, 
paragraphs 3 and 4] 

 
[7] Learning from the experience gained in other parts of the world, some communities have 
found safe and creative ways to raise awareness of public health requirements within populations. 
Special attention is being paid to those who are most at risk from the virus and the economic 
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hardship arising from its spread; the initiatives featured on the Bahá’í World News Service in this 
regard are but a mere handful of the countless number under way. These are being complemented by 
efforts to examine, promote, and cultivate those spiritual qualities which are most needed at this time. 
Many such efforts are necessarily taking place in family units or in solitude, but where conditions 
allow or communication tools make it possible, a sense of extraordinary solidarity is being actively 
nurtured among souls sharing similar circumstances. The dynamics of community life, so important 
for collective progress, will not be subdued. [The Universal House of Justice, 2020 Riḍván message 
to the Bahá’ís of the World, paragraph 2] 
 
[8] It is the ardent hope of the Universal House of Justice that the believers will appreciate the 
potentialities that exist within the current pattern of their organic activities for the realization of 
Bahá’u’lláh’s highest aims for humanity and that they will seize their chance and commit their time, 
their resources, their energies—indeed their very lives—to these critical efforts for the betterment of 
the world.  [The Universal House of Justice, letter to an individual believer in the United States,  
10 April 2011] 
 
Themes for Discussion:  

a) How has your Bahá’í community been affected by the restrictions imposed to curb the spread 
of the coronavirus?   

b) What steps have been taken to adapt the core activities to the new reality? Have you been 
able to take advantage of any “unexpected opportunities for widening community 
participation in devotional meetings and study circles”? 

c) Can you share examples of junior youth and groups of youth who have discovered “the 
power of simple acts of compassionate service carried out with wisdom”? Do you know 
parents who have assumed greater responsibility for the spiritual education of their 
children? 

 
 

SESSION 3 – RISING TO THE CHALLENGE 
 
 

A. Keeping a Spiritual Perspective (about 15 minutes) 
 
[1] In a letter dated 8 December 1935 written on his behalf to an individual believer, Shoghi 
Effendi stated: “The universal crisis affecting mankind is … essentially spiritual in its causes.”  More 
recently, the House of Justice has observed: “The Bahá’í community encourages and supports the 
manifold efforts being made by people of goodwill to better the condition of humankind and promote 
unity and harmony among the peoples and nations of the earth.  However, the believers should never, 
for even one moment, lose sight of the fact that the crisis now engulfing every part of the planet is 
essentially spiritual.” If the crisis afflicting humanity is spiritual, can there be any question that its 
solution must also be spiritual? …  What else but the Word of God can spiritually ennoble, educate, 
and inspire souls to address the needs of the time?  [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the 
Secretariat to an individual believer in the United States, 10 August 2018] 
 
[2] You seem to complain about the calamities that have befallen humanity.  In the spiritual 
development of man a stage of purgation is indispensable, for it is while passing through it that the 
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over-rated material needs are made to appear in their proper light.  Unless society learns to attribute 
more importance to spiritual matters, it would never be fit to enter the golden era foretold by 
Bahá’u’lláh.  The present calamities are parts of this process of purgation, through them alone will 
man learn his lesson.  They are to teach the nations, that they have to view things internationally, 
they are to make the individual attribute more importance to his moral than his material welfare. 
[Shoghi Effendi, letter written on his behalf to an individual believer in reply to a letter dated 14 
October 1931, in Lights of Guidance, #447] 
 
[3] As humanity plunges deeper into that condition of which Bahá’u’lláh wrote, ‘to disclose it 
now would not be meet and seemly’, so must the believers increasingly stand out as assured, 
oriented, and fundamentally happy beings, conforming to a standard which, in direct contrast to the 
ignoble and amoral attitudes of modern society, is the source of their honour, strength, and maturity. 
It is this marked contrast between the vigour, unity, and discipline of the Bahá’í community on the 
one hand, and the increasing confusion, despair, and feverish tempo of a doomed society on the 
other, which, during the turbulent years ahead, will draw the eyes of humanity to the sanctuary of 
Bahá’u’lláh’s world-redeeming Faith.  [The Universal House of Justice, 1966 Riḍván message, in 
Wellspring of Guidance, pp. 79-80] 
 
Themes for discussion: 

a) What do we mean when we say that the solution to the world’s problems is essentially 
spiritual?  

b) What qualities should the Bahá'í community exemplify in order to draw public attention to 
the redemptive sanctuary of the Faith?  

 
 

B. Elevating the Conversation: Promoting Positive Change without Taking Sides (about 
20 minutes) 

 
[4] In the Kitáb-i-‘Ahd, Bahá’u’lláh states: “Conflict and contention are categorically forbidden in 
His Book”. Therefore, Bahá’ís must not allow themselves to be drawn into the struggles and 
conflicting interests that divide many factions and groups of humanity. While we should not be idle in 
addressing social ills as the process of disintegration accelerates, our aim is not to choose sides in 
contentious social debates simply to proclaim what we believe to be right. Rather the object of our 
participation is to learn to elevate discourse and improve practice as we work with others in the search 
for effective solutions. It is through understanding, sharing, and transforming into practical action the 
distinctly spiritual and social teachings of the Faith that we can offer our greatest contribution to the 
betterment of society …. [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the Secretariat to an individual 
believer in the United States, 10 August 2018] 
 
[5] In their reflections on how to contribute to the betterment of the world, Bahá’ís will 
undoubtedly recognize that demonstrations are not the only, or even the most effective, means 
available to them. Rather, they can learn and grow in capacity over time to help their fellow citizens 
to frame concerns in a way that rises above fissures, to share views in a manner that transcends 
divisive approaches, and to create and participate in spaces to work together in the quest to enact 
solutions to the problems that bedevil their nation.  [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the 
Secretariat to an individual believer in the United States, 27 April 2017] 
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[6] On the matter of climate change and other vital issues with profound implications for the 
common good, Bahá’ís have to avoid being drawn into the all too common tendencies evident in 
contemporary discourse to delineate sharp dichotomies, become ensnared in contests for power, and 
engage in intractable debate that obstructs the search for viable solutions to the world’s problems. 
Humanity would be best and most effectively served by setting aside partisan disputation, pursuing 
united action that is informed by the best available scientific evidence and grounded in spiritual 
principles, and thoughtfully revising action in the light of experience. The incessant focus on 
generating and magnifying points of difference rather than building upon points of agreement leads 
to exaggeration that fuels anger and confusion, thereby diminishing the will and capacity to act on 
matters of vital concern.  [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the Secretariat to three 
individuals dated 29 November 2017] 
 
[7] They [the Bahá’ís] cannot, as you know, respond to the current reality in the manner 
consuming most of their fellow citizens; they must, by word and by deed, elevate the existing 
conversation and set in motion constructive approaches that will prove ever more effective over time. 
Shoghi Effendi has explained that such problems as are now being witnessed are inevitable as the 
process of disintegration advances. “All humanity”, a letter written on his behalf observes, “is 
disturbed and suffering and confused; we cannot expect to not be disturbed and not to suffer—but we 
don’t have to be confused.”  [The Universal House of Justice, letter from the Secretariat to an 
individual believer in the United States, 4 February 2018] 
 
Themes for discussion: 

a) Discuss some of the “all too common tendencies” that Bahá’ís should avoid being drawn into.  

b) How can Bahá’ís most effectively contribute to the betterment of the world, and what should be 
our approach in working with others toward this end? 

 
 

C. Walking in the Footsteps of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (about 20 minutes) 
 
[8] While ‘Abdu’l-Bahá was living in a Paris hotel, among those who often came to see Him was 
a poor, black man. He was not a Bahá’í, but he loved the Master very much. One day when he came 
to visit, someone told him that the management did not like to have him – a poor black man – come, 
because it was not consistent with the standards of the hotel. The poor man went away. When 
‘Abdu’l-Bahá learned of this, He sent for the man responsible. He told him that he must find His 
friend. He was not happy that he should have been turned away. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá said, “I did not come 
to see expensive hotels or furnishings, but to meet My friends. I did not come to Paris to conform to 
the customs of Paris, but to establish the standard of Bahá’u’lláh.  [Annamarie Honnold, Vignettes 
from the Life of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, #86, p. 94-95] 
 
[9] One day when Lua Getsinger was in ‘Akká to see the Master, He said to her that He was too 
busy today to call upon a friend of His who was very ill and poor and He wished her to go in His 
place. “Take him food and care for him as I have been doing,” He concluded. He told her where this 
man was to be found and she went gladly, proud that ‘Abdu’l-Bahá should trust her with this 
mission. 

 She returned quickly.  “Master,” she exclaimed, “surely you cannot realize to what a terrible 
place you sent me. I almost fainted from the terrible stench, the filthy rooms, the degrading condition 
of that man and his house. I fled lest I contract some terrible disease.” 
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Sadly and sternly ‘Abdu’l-Bahá regarded her. “Dost thou desire to serve God,” He said, 
“serve thy fellow man for in him dost thou see the image and likeness of God.” He told her to go 
back to the man’s house. If it is filthy, she should clean it; if this brother of yours is dirty, bathe him; 
if he is hungry, feed him. Many times had He done this for him and cannot she serve him once? 

[Annamarie Honnold, Vignettes from the Life of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, #81, p. 91] 
 
[10] Three brief years remain until the centenary of the Master’s passing, when Bahá’ís the world 
over will gather and take account of the distance traversed over the first century of the Formative 
Age. May His loved ones, individually and collectively, little by little and day by day, increasingly 
embody His counsels: to be united in the Cause and firm in the Covenant; to avoid calumny and 
never speak ill of others; to see no strangers but regard all as members of one family; to set aside 
divergent theories and conflicting views and pursue a single purpose and common goal; to ensure 
that the love of Bahá’u’lláh has so mastered every organ, part, and limb as to leave no effect from the 
promptings of the human world; to arise with heart and soul and in one accord to teach the Cause; to 
march in serried lines, pressed together, each supporting the others; to cultivate good character, 
perseverance, strength, and determination; to know the value of this precious Faith, obey its 
teachings, walk in this road that is drawn straight, and show this way to the people.  [The Universal 
House of Justice, message to the Bahá’ís of the World, 26 November 2018, paragraph 2] 
 
[11] In a day such as this, when the tempests of trials and tribulations have encompassed the 
world, and fear and trembling have agitated the planet, ye must arise above the horizon of firmness 
and steadfastness with illumined faces and radiant brows in such wise that, God Willing, the gloom 
of fear and consternation may be entirely obliterated, and the light of assurance may dawn above the 
manifest horizon and shine resplendently. [‘Abdu’l-Bahá, quoted by the Universal House of Justice 
in a message to the Bahá’ís of the World, Naw-Rúz 2020] 
 
Themes for discussion: 

a) Reflect on the Master’s clarity and forthrightness in challenging the cultural prejudices of 
the time, as illustrated in the two incidents recounted above. Can you give examples of 
situations where a Bahá’í should speak or act with the same courage? 

b) Discuss the counsels of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá mentioned by the Universal House of Justice and 
reflect on how we might increasingly embody them, “little by little and day by day”. 

c) How have our studies this week helped us to rise “above the horizon of firmness and 
steadfastness with illumined faces and radiant brows”?  

 


